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Appointment of
Chief Constable
Applications are invited for the appointment of Chiel
Constable of Sussex. The annual salary is E29.40C
(allowances are payable).
The appointment will be subject to the Police Actt
and Regulations, to a medical examination and tt
the approval of the Secretary of State.
Further particulars and forms of application ma)
be obtained from me (reference D7/PO/02002)
Completed applications must reach me not later that
11 January 1983.

R M BEECHEY
Cleric of the Sussex Police Authority
Pelham House, St Andrews Lane, Lowes, Eao
Sussex BN7 1UN

The Denial ©v Death

V

r .

25/95/25* There is Life and there is Existence. ©V suggest
that Censcieusness ov Dreams is the most important part ov
being Awake to Reality. Te live without dreams is to Sleep; to
»
sleep is to Die. The Temple @v Psychick Youth has undertaken
the task ov the Denial ov Death. Dreams are the link that we
all have to the Wake World; this is a precious gift with even
minimum effort; we fall asleep and wo dream. Rut in the dreams
that we enjoy are keys to the direction that we must take te
develop magickally, to progress and WAKE IP. Intuition, secret !
laws, hidden and cryptic, we are constantly given pointers from
within as to the best course ov action that we should take to
maximise the results. Dreams turn into reality; they shape and
are the future. Dreams are the Denial ov Death. ’.Then dreams sto'
-p then we finally sleep and stay asleep. The only form ov
true sleep is Coma, a state in which all forces are suspended
apart from the barest minimum ev activities that are neccessary
for survival. Existence in its most basic form. Life for the
majority- those who de net have awareness ov, who do not
cherish their dreams- is coma. It is Death. The Denial ov
Dreams is Death. The Denial ov Death is the magick oath ov
immortality. Nothing remains except death and the glory ov
deeds. Ensure that you toe burn with glory
David Tibet 95,
The Temple Ov Paychick Youth,
London 23/XII/198? era ev the GoaJ
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tristan tzara and the mouvement dada

Tristan Tzara was born on the 4th of April 1896 in the bids 11 town of Moinesti in Rumania
He was e jew and his name was Sami Rosenstook.He was educated in Moinesti,Bucharest,
and then the University of Buchapest(l9I4-I5) *By this date he had already been writing
for some time and had poems published in magazines .These early poems were sometimes
signed Tristan ,sometimes Tzara.In 1915 he first used the name Tristan Tzara,The
Rumanian word Tzara meaning ground,earth.
In 1915 hie parents sent him to continue his studies at the University of Zurich,in an
effort to remove him from the ’’adverse" influence of his uoet friends of that time in
Rumanis.lt was in Zurich that he began to meet the future members of the Dade Movement.
It is nearly impossible to list all the details of the Dada events in Zurich.They were
so many and so varied,and Tzara was nearly always at the centre of them all .The list
would have to begin with the first performance by the Dada gToup at th' Cabaret Voltaire
on the 5th of February 1916,?nd end when Tzara left Zurich for Paris at the end of 1919.
What is more relevant than to list the events is to remember that at the same time the
First World War was in progress,and that the Dadaists as Hugo Ball wrote,we re/’fighting
against the agony of the times and against an enebriation with death."

Almost everything that could give life any meaning or purpose had fellen into utmost
iisrepute.Religion had become subservient to nationslismfscience wap enviously responsible
for the most horrible features of contemporary warfarejart and literature had also
?een enlisted in the conflict and had been turned into instruments of propaganda.The
spectacle offered by the modern world was too atrocious to be accepted with equanimity
md calm.Twayed by the instinct of self-protection and self-defence,and not at all by
frivolity,which was inconceivable in the midst of the cruel circumstances of that day,
The Dadaists came to consider life as a jest,They found in ironical and contemptuoas
iravado a measure of courage with which to face their destiny.
Neutral Zurich,1916,was a centre of spiritual fermentation,attracting poets ,ert is ts,
intellectuals,students,exiles and refugees seeking sanctuary fromthe rest of war-torn
Europe .Amongst there were the german poets Hugo Ball and Richard Huelsenbeck,Hans Arp
an Alsatian wood carver,Dr .Vai Semer a lecturer at the University of Geneva,and the
dynamic,young Tristan Tzara.All members of this cosmopolitan group,uprooted from their
normal environment by force of circumstance,lived in a state of perpetual excitement
mainly in order to avoid a peinful tete-a-tete with their own moral distress.They had
very few ideas in comnon excent the general conviction that the world whioh had been bo
harsh to them was irrevocably sinking into unfathomable imbecility.
De da wp.6 the title under which these people decidedto place their natural desire to
express themselves in ell forms of communication.Huelsenbeok claims that he and Hugo
Ball found the word,in dadaistic style Tzara maintained right up to his death that it
was he who had found the word.The truth is not known.
Dada-en incoherent word babbled by children,with no specific meaning.
Da dr—hailed as the fitting symbol of the meaningless,absurd condition of the epooh.
Da da must not be considered as a philosophical movement or as an ertistic theory|
it is merely an expression of collective despair and anger.This mood was felt by many .
young men,burning with a mad desire to insult everything that was still respected and
honoured by the sheeplike masses.

The Dadaiete refused to take anybody or anything seriously,even to criticize a fact
in earnest would confer on it an importance which nothing on earth can deserve.The
best way to denounce the absurdity of the world is to paint if,to write about it or
to describe it as a blatant absurdity.The dadaists created an (anti-)art form true
to how tney felt—re jecting the past and reacting to the present .They employed all
means of communication available at the time through which to shout;they published
numerous bulletins,magazines,publications and manifestoes,painted^sculptered end
ttsde collages and montages,wrote poetry and produced plays,performances and films.
The systematic stupidity of the Dadaist productions had an intention if not a meaning.
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response without defeating their own purpose.As a rule they replied with eacreligious
ejaculations addin'- that,if neople failed to understand, they were really grasping the
very spirit of Dads,which was by definition meaningless.The actions of the Dadaists
were the one sene reaction any artist could have in 0 world apparently gone insane.
Tzara later wrote;”W6 proclaimed our disgust...this war was not our wer...Dada was
born from an urgent moral need,from an implacable desire to attain a moral absolute,
from the deep feelin~ that man,at the centre* of all creations of the s pirit,must
affirm his supremacy over notions emptied of all human substance,over deed objects and
ill-gotten gains .. .Honour,Country,Morality,Family,Art,Religion,Liberty,Fraternity,
I don't know what nil there notions h«d once answered to human needs,now nothing
remained of them but s skeleton of conventions,they hed been divested of their initial
Cv.ttent•”It W's this concerh,as well as a moral one,th?t words and actions should be the
.. nme,nnd that art should create a permanent atmosphere of openness and active change,
that was to dominate all of Tzara’s work.

When Tzara arrived in Paris in 1919,at the invitation of Andre Breton and th»
"Litterature" group,he once again took a leading role in Dada Activities.But as he said,
"It lay in the very nature of Dada to* put a term to its existence,"and it was not
long before the movement began to break up,ma inly due to the friction between the
personalities and diverging views of the individuals who were the Dada Movement.
By the end of 1923 the Dada Movement was dead.Long live Dada.
•

Tzara continued his literary activities in Paris,but avoided joining Andre Breton’s
'•urrealist group until 7929,when the character of the group,which arose directly
from the ashes of Dada,altered to a more politioal one.He remained a prominant surrealist
’until 1935,when he gave his full allegience to the communist party.In 1937,at the
second International Writers Conference,he gave an important speech in which he warned
that the writer ,if he wishes to survive as such,must take a political stend.Tristan
Tzara was invol/ed in the Spanish Civil War on the Republican side and during the
German occupation of France(1940-44) in the recond World War,unlike many ’’reolutionary"
artists,he stayed on and was a member of the Resistance.From 1945 onwards he spent his
time writing,editing,lecturing and travelling.He died of lung-cancer at the age of 67,
on Christmas Eve 1963.
Although it would be wrong to state that Tristan Tzar? founded and was the Dada Movemeri
he was tut one of & group of individuals,it would not be wrong to over—estimate the
izsmense importance of Tristan Tzar? both within the movemeht and the consequential
influence of xhe movement up to the present day.It was Tristan Tzara’s unbounded energy,
that led to the uniting of Dada groups around the world through his endless,effortless
writing of letters,organising of events,and publication of poetry,writing and manifesto®
Consequently,the lasting imnression Dada was to have in art history.Tristan Tzana was
Dada personified.lt was from his mind Dadaism was bom as a precise theoretical
formulation.Although many artists and writers participated concretely in the movement,
the truest and post precise words on Dadaism were &aid by Tzara in his Manifestoes,
where he precisely stated his ideds as well as his non—idec*s,his rton—artjhfs' non—
philosophy,his theatrical works,his poetry,and hie more or less polemical writings.
la an obituary to Tzara ,Richard Euelsenbeck wrote;"Tzait» was an unusual man,and his
Icyilty to the bwtic ideas of Dada greatly contributed to its survival.He came to
Zurich...filled with a sacred fire...to make something unusual -ut o4* the world,
literature,the Cabaret Voltaire,and la^t but not least,himself••.Tzara was a natural
dadaist,a sort of self-styled barberi?n,who wented to put to fire end sword the things
we had iesienfted as the goals and objects of necessary annihilation-a whole collection
of artistic and cultural values that had lost their substance and meaning...Dada would
never hsve survived without his lack of qualms••.Tzara was 8 man who understood the
nature of our er>...The various demonstrations he led in Faris to testify this Philosophy
Apd it wasn’t a joke,it wasn’t a sentimental and ironic assault on ths status cjuo:It
was a revolution,a total physical and mental revolution.lt was...the love of action that
ciadt Txards campaign so famous.lt was the intoxication of destruction and the
brutalization of srt was only one aspect of it.”

Through Tristan Tzara’s unbounded energy and irredeemable incoherence rose an ^influence
thrt briefly welded a few flailing minds together into a movement that was a timeless
scream of des^ir,thBt rejected tradition and embraced the new more completely than any
other movement up to that time.

Georges Ic^witre wrote gf T»ara ,"In al] his works,a vortex of primal
forces unleashed,thrashes aimlessly at 9 greyish Amorphous substance.This brutal
paroxys® coswogtsny unfolds blindly,with no apparent purpose,except perhaps to suggest 1
the tragic futility of the whole display ef human life."

The Denial ®v Death
25/93/25*

that Consciousness ev Dreams is the most important part ev
being Awake to Reality• To live without dreams is to Sleep) to
fr
sleep is te Die. The Temple @v Psychick Youth has undertaken
the task ev the Denial ev Death. Dreams are the link that we
all have te the Wake World) this is a precious gift with even
minimum effort) we fall asleep and we dream. >ut in the dreams
that we enjoy are keys te the direction that we must take to
develop magickally, to progress and WAKE ¥P. Intuition, secret
laws, hidden and cryptic, we are constantly given pointers from
within as to the best course ov action that we should take te
maximise the results. Dreams turn into reality) they shape and
are the future. Dreams are the Denial ov Death. When dreams sto
—p then we finally sleep and stay asleep. The only form ov
true sleep is Coma, a state in which all forces are suspended
•part from the barest minimum ev activities that are neccessary
for survival. Existence in its most basic form. Life for the
majority- these who do not have awareness ov, who do not
cherish their dreams- is coma. It is Death, The Denial ov
Dreams is Death, The Denial ev Death is the magick oath ©v
immortality. Nothing remains except death and the glory ov
deeds. Ensure that you toe burn with glory
David Tibet 93,
The Temple Ov Psychick Youth,
London 25/XII/198? era ov the Goa
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tristan tzara and the mouvement dada

Tristan Tzara was born on the 4th of April 1896 in the small town of Moinesti in Rumania
He was e jew and his name was Sami Rosens took .He was educated in Moines ti,Bucharest,
and then the University of Buchapest(1914—15) *By this date he had already been writing
for some time and had poems published in magazines• These early poems were sometimes
signed Tristan,sometimes Tzara.In 1915 he first used the name Tristan Tzara,The
Rumanian word Tzara meaning ground,earth.
In 1915 his parents sent him to continue his studies at the University of Zurich,in an
effort to remove him from the "adverse" influence of his poet friends of that time in
Rumania.lt was in Zurich that he began to meet the future members of the Dada Movement.
It is nearly impossible to list all the details of the Dada events in Zurich .They were
so many and so varied,and Tz&ra was nearly always at the centre of them all .The list
woulc have to begin with the first performance by the Dada group at th' Cabaret Voltaire
on the 5th of February I9l6,and end when Tzara left Zurich for Paris at the end of 1919.
What is more relevant than to list the events is to remember that at the seme time the
First World War was in progress,and that the Dadaists as Hugo Ball wrote,were,"fighting
against the agony of the times and against an enebriation with death."

Almost everything that could give life any meaning or purpose had fellen into utmost
1isrepute.Religion had become huuservient to nationalism;science w?p rhviously responsible
for the most horrible features of contemporary warfare;art and literature had also
seen enlisted in the conflict and had been turned into instruments of propagenda.The
spectacle offered by the modem world was too atrocious to be accepted with equanimity
ind calm.fwsyed b.v the instinct of self-protection and self-defence,and not at all by
frivolity,which was inconceivable in the midst of the cruel circumstances of that day,
Phe Dadaists came to consider life as a jest,They found in ironical and contemptuous
oravado a measure of courage with which to face their destiny.
Neutral Zurich,I9l6,was a centre of spiritual fermentation,attracting poets,ertiets,
intellectuals,students,exiles and refugees seeking sanctuary fromthe rest of war—tom
Europe.Amongst there were the german poets Hugo Ball and Riohard Huelsenbeck,Hans Arp
an Alsatian wood carver,Dr .Vai Semer a lecturer at the University of Geneva,and the
dynamic,young Tristan Tzara .All members of this cosmopolitan group,uprooted from their
normal environment by force of circumstance,lived in a state of perpetual excitement
mainly in order to avoid a painful tete-a-tete with their own moral distress.They had
very few ideas in com-ion excent the general conviction that the world which had been bo
harsh to them was irrevocably sinking into unfathomable imbecility.
Dada was the title under which these people decidedto place their natural desire to
express themselves in ell forms: of communication.Huelsenbeck claims that he and Hugo
Ball found the word,in dadaistic style Tzara maintained right up to his death that it
was he who had found the word.The truth is not known.
Dada-en incoherent word babbled by children,with no specific meaning.
Da dr-hailed as the fitting symbol of the meaningless,absurd condition of the epoch.
Da da must not be considered as a philosophical movement or a6 an ertistic theory;
it is merely en expression of collective despair and anger.This mood wre felt by many .
young men,burning with e mad desire to insult everything that was still respected and
honoured by the sheeplike masses.

The Dadaists refused to take anybody or anything- seriously,even to criticize a fact
in earnest would confer on it an importance which nothing on earth c-'n deserve .The
best way to denounce the absurdity of the world is to paint i|,to write about it or
io describe it as a blatant absurdity.The dadaists created an (anti-)art form true
to how they felt-rejecting the past and reacting to the present .They employed all
eeans of communication available at the time through which to shout;they published
numerous bulletins,magazines,publications and manifestoes ,pointed jsculptered and
ttsde collages and montages,wrote poetry and produced plays,performances and films.
The systematic stupidity of the Dadaist productions had an intention if not a meaning.

response without defeating their own purposejls a rule they replied with sacreligious
ejaculations addin'- that,if neopie failed to understand ,they were really grasping the
very spirit of Dads,which was by definition meaningless.The actions of the Dadaists
were the one sane reaction any artist could have in 0 world apparently gone insane.
Tzara later wrote;"W8 proclaimed our disgust••.this war was not our war...Dada was
bom from an urgent moral need,from en implacable desire to attain a moral absolute,
from the deep feelin~ that man,at the centre* of all creations of the s pirit,must
affirm his sunremacy over notions emptied of all human substance,over dead objects and
ill-gotten gains•..Honour,"ountry,Morality,Family,Art,Religion,Liberty,Fraternity,
I don't know what all these notions had once answered to human needs,now nothing
remained of them but ? skeleton of conventions,they h?d been divested of their initial
Cwutent."It W'-s this concerh,as well as a moral one,that words and actions should be the
asie,and that art should create a permanent atmosphere of openness and active change,
that was to dominate all of Tzara’s work.

When Tzare arrived in Paris in 1919,at the invitation of Andre Breton and the
"Litterature" group,he once again took a leading role in Dada Activities.But as he said,
"It lay in the very nature of Dada to* put a term to its existence,"and it was not
long before the movement begEn to break up,ma inly due to the friction between the
personalities and diverging views of the individuals who were the Dada Movement.
By the end of 1923 the Dada ’Movement was dead.Long live Dada.
Tzara continued his literary activities in Paris,but avoided joining Andre Breton’s
surrealist group until 7929,when the character of the group,which arose directly
from the ashes of Dada,altered to a more political one .He remained a prominant surrealist
until 1935,when he gave his full allegience to the communist party.In 1937,at the
second International Writers Conference,he gsve an important speech in which he warned
that the writer ,if he wishes to survive as such,must take a political stand.Tristan
Tzara was involved in the Spanish Civil War on the Republican side and during the
German occupation of France(1940—44) in the "econd World War,unlike many "reolutionary"
artists,he stayed on and was a member of the Resistance.From 1945 onwards he spent his
time writing,editing,lecturing and travelling.He died of lung-cancer at the age of 67,
on Christmas Eve 1963.
Although it would be wrong to state that Tristan Tzar? founded and was the Dada 1'^vemert
he v&e tut one of a gToup of individuals,it would not be wrong to over-estimate the
immense importance of Tristan Tzar? both within the movemeht and the consequential
influence of the movement up to the present day.It was Tristan Tzara’s un—bounded energy,
that led to the uniting of Dada groups around the world through his endless,effortless
writing of letters,organising of events,and publication of poetry,writing and manifesto®
Consequently,the lasting imnression Dada was to have in art history.Tristan Tzara was
Dada personified.lt was from his mind Dadaism was bom as a precise theoretical
forouiation.Although many artists and writers participated concretely in the movement,
the truest and post precise words on Dadaism were said by izara in his Manifestoes,
where he precisely stated his ideAs as well as his non—idea's,his rto.i—art,hfcr non—
philosophy ,his theatrical works-,his poetry,and hie more or leas polemical writings.

In an obituary to Tzars,Richard Euelsenbeck wroteTzara wps an unusual man,and his
Icyzlty to the basic ideas of Dada greatly contributed to its survival.He came to
Zurich...filled with a sacred fire...to make something unusual -ut of the world,
literature,the Cabaret Volt$ire,and la$t but not least,himself.•.Tzara
? natural
dadaist,> sort of self“Styled barbarian,who wanted to put to fire ?nd sword the things
we had designated as the goals and objects of necessary annihilation-a whole collection
of artistic and cultural values that had lost their substance and meaning...Dada would
never heve survived without his lack of qualms••.Tzara was a man who understood the
nature of our erB...The various demonstrations he led in Faris to testify this Philosophy
Aisd it wasn’t a joke,it wasn’t a sentimental and ironic assault on th;:
w. . revolution^ total physical and mental revolution.lt was...the love of action that
made Trards campaign ^o famous.lt was the intoxication of destruction and the
brutalization of art was only one aspect of it."
Through Tristan Tzara’s unbounded energy and irredeemable incoherence rose an JnflvenCthst briefly welded a few flailin* minds together into a movement that was a timeless
scream ©f despairfthBt rejected tradition and embraced the new more completely than any
other movement up to that time.
•
*

Georges I<jnaitre wrote gf T»ara ,"In al] hie works,a vortex of primal
forces unleashed,thrashes aimlessly at 9 greyish AmotyhbuB substance.This brutal
paroxys® co&msgt&ny unfolds blindly,with no apparent purpose,except perhaps to suggest 1
the tragic futility ef the whole display of human life."

One Last •Obituary" Look at Today's World
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